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Abstract
The very ®rst step in the process of reverse engineering is to acquire data points by measuring the points on the surface of an
object. The ®neness and correctness of the data signi®cantly affect the quality of the ®nal CAD model as well as the machined
workpiece. However, the point data measured with a typical coordinate measuring machine (CMM) have often been the data of
the probe center rather than those of the object's surface, and this poses a great challenge in reverse engineering. This paper, thus,
aims to resolve a practical problem in reverse engineering: what is the best way to compensate the measured data points with the
value of probe radius? An approach to connecting corresponding points between every two adjacent measuring trajectories is
proposed to formulate triangular meshes directly from the massive data points, so as to determine the normal vector of each point
for probe-radius compensation. In the paper, the methodology and algorithms to implement the formulation of triangular meshes
will be presented in detail with expository examples. # 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Over the past few years reverse engineering has
been a very popular ®eld of research. The technological processes involved include the coordinate
measuring machine (CMM), or other specialized measuring devices for implementing point-data measurement. Data points are generally taken in high density
to re¯ect the real shape of the measured object. Upon
obtaining the point data, the following two processes
are typically applied: (1) generate the NC cutter path
directly from the point data, or (2) input the point data
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into CAD software packages to build curves and
surfaces, then proceed with the surface modi®cation
or engineering analysis, and at last generate the NC
cutter path. In either of the methods, the measured
point data have to re¯ect the surface of the measured
object. However, the point data gathered by the CMM
often are probe-center data, rather than the surface
data of the measured object. It, thus, becomes a need to
compensate the probe radius before the measured
point data can be used to undertake various tasks in
reverse engineering.
As for the compensation of probe radius, most of
the previous studies are on the basis of the CAD
model. For instance, Duf®e and Feng [1] built a
parametric surface with the point data, and then used
the least-square method to obtain an offset surface.
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While Jeong and Kim [2] proposed to slice the 3D
CAD model to obtain a number of 2D contours, and
then offset the contours with discrete distance maps in
order to obtain the NC cutter path. In order to avoid
gouging during NC cutting, Chen and Ravani [3]
stated one should ®rst identify the intersecting surfaces, and then use these to obtain the offset surface.
The above-mentioned methods are all based on parametric surfaces to produce the offset surface. But
when handling a large quantity of measuring data it
is extremely dif®cult to construct parametric surfaces
directly, thus, making the above methods un®t for
constructing the offset surface. This research, therefore, proposes a methodology, which receives as input
massive 3D point data and develops a point-data
conversion algorithm, without reconstructing the surface model, to ®nd every point's normal direction.
Each measured data-point is then compensated by
offsetting along its normal direction with the value
of probe radius. The compensated data facilitate the
subsequent tasks in reverse engineering, such as direct
generation of NC cutter path or construction of 3D
CAD model.
As for the procedure proposed to automate the
compensation of massive 3D data points, the point
data are ®rstly input and sorted according to the
moving direction of the probe (x- or y-direction). After
that, triangular meshes are built, and the normal
direction of every triangular mesh is determined.
Finally, the compensation of the point data with the
value of probe radius is performed in order to ®nd the
contact points between the probe and the measured
object. Obviously, the major bene®t of the approach is
the elimination of tedious, time-consuming, and professional-skill-required tasks in CAD modeling. This
is especially true when the measured object is of a
complex shape. In addition, since the input data points
are massive and the pitch of data points is very small,
the triangular-mesh model built using the proposed
method will retain tiny features of the object, resulting
in high accuracy in the overall processes of reverse
engineering. One thing to notice is that the developed
method is practically usable if the 3D points are
distributed densely enough. For cases that 3D points
are sparsely distributed or the measured surface is very
coarse, CAD models still have to be built in order to
®nd normal vectors of all data points for probe-radius
compensation.

What follows is a detailed explanation of methods
proposed for the following three tasks: sorting of point
data, construction of triangular meshes and compensation of probe radius.
2. Sorting of measured point-data
Fig. 1 illustrates the basic concept of sorting of
point data. The input raw point data do not undergo
compensation of probe radius, and thus, are rather
messy. Sorting aims to regain regularity of data points
on the surface of the measured object, and facilitate
the subsequent calculations. The QuickSort algorithm
by Sedgewick [4] was one of the approaches proposed
to solve the sorting problem, which cut apart the whole
data array with the so-called divide-and-conquer
recursive method. However, the algorithm was developed primarily for points with 1D coordinates. It was,
therefore, revised in this study to meet the requirements of sorting massive data points in the form of 3D
coordinates. To avoid misunderstanding, explanations
of technical terms are given in advance (Fig. 2):
(1) Measuring trajectory: A trajectory formed by
point clouds in a ®nish of measurement. The
points on each measuring trajectory possess the

Fig. 1. Basic concept of sorting of 3D point data.

